
Model Music Curriculum Expectations – Key Stage 1 

 

 Singing is at the heart of Key Stage 1, with songs and chants underpinning all areas of study. 

Repetition of techniques is vital to consolidate and gain confidence. Songs, chants and listening to 

repertoire are suggested as a starting point. They are not set works, but provide guidance for 

teachers as they select repertoire appropriate to their school.   

 Pupils will internalise key skills and techniques through a range of activities, including call-and-

response songs and chants, improvisation, movement and active listening. Pupils will create music 

through improvisation and they will also start to learn some simple compositional techniques and 

structures to prepare for Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3.   

 Pupils will build musical confidence through active engagement with music as performers, music-

creators and audience. There is a strong intention that pupils should be ‘doing music’ as much as 

possible, including performing their compositions and improvisations. Peer feedback will be an 

important element in developing their skills.  The curriculum is technique-based, equipping pupils for 

progression beyond Key Stage 1. It will enable pupils to develop a love of music, refining their 

individual taste, as well as a strong internalised sense of pulse, rhythm and pitch, through a rich 

range of musical interactions including singing, moving, performing using untuned (e.g. wood block) 

and tuned (e.g. recorders) instruments, creating music and active listening. Pupils will gain 

knowledge of important moments in the evolution of music and of key musicians and composers, in 

a range of genres and styles. There should be frequent informal opportunities to perform and pupils 

should have the opportunity to hear high-quality live performance, either within school or in the 

wider community through other partners within the local Music Education Hub.  

Years 1 and 2 – Overview and Guidance In Key Stage 1, Years 1 & 2 guidance is grouped in four 

sections as follows:  

  

• Singing 

• Listening 

 • Composing • Musicianship:  Pulse/Beat, Rhythm and Pitch  

 The guidance for this Key Stage is supported by the glossary (Appendix 1) and the Chronology 

(Appendix 2). Words appearing in the glossary are indicated in bold italic text the first time they 

appear within the guidance for each Key Stage. The chronology supports the Listening section for 



each year and places a diverse range of music rich in learning opportunities in its chronological and 

stylistic context. 

 

 


